
Spring 1  Year 1 

Links to prior learning/ objectives 
Children will have learned to read and recognise 
numbers to 10 and 20.  
Counting with accuracy, forwards and backwards, using 
a range of strategies: one to one correspondence; 
counting out and counting all, counting on and building 
through ten.  
Number bonds to 10 and 20.  
Finding one more, one less. 
Addition and subtraction with numbers up to 10 and 20.  
Representing amounts up to 10 /20 and problems with 
concrete objects and pictorially.  
Basic understanding of time language- morning, 
afternoon, earlier, later etc.  
Basic understanding of sequencing of events.  

Heard regular routine times mentioned. 

 

Resources 
Base10, numicon, number lines, number tiles, 
counting objects, bead strings, balance scales 
(for number bonds to 10), tens frames, two-
sided counters, clocks, visual timetable. 
 

Vocabulary: 
 Number bonds, add, subtract, addition, subtraction, 
read, write, interpret, represent, statements, number 
sentence, calculation. digit, numeral, number, pictorial 
representation, missing number. 
Days of the week: Monday, Tuesday, etc.  
Seasons: spring, summer, autumn, winter  
Day, week, month, year, weekend  
Birthday, holiday  
Morning, afternoon, evening, night, midnight  
Bedtime, dinnertime, playtime  
Today, yesterday, tomorrow  
Before, after  
Next, last  
Now, soon, early, late  
Quick, quicker, quickest, quickly, fast, faster, fastest, 
slow, slower, slowest, slowly  
Old, older, oldest, new, newer, newest  
Takes longer, takes less time  
Hour, o'clock, half past, minute 
Clock, watch, hands  
How long ago?, how long will it be to…?, how long will 
it take to…?, how often?  
Always, never, often, sometimes, usually  
Once, twice  
First, second, third, etc 

Mastery:  
(where to find some resources) 
• Teaching for Mastery 
• White Rose New and old documents 
• Mastery maths stickers 
• Nrich (curriculum mapping) 

Objectives and Teaching 

Week 1  

Barriers to ARE (misconceptions) 
Children may not have a clear understanding of 
combining numbers to make a larger number. 
Children may not have a secure understanding of what 
10/20 is. 
Understanding of teens numbers/ counting past ten.  
Children may not have a strong understanding of 
number bonds to 10/20. 
Children may struggle to see the relationship between 
the two. 
Children may mistake the symbols and use them 
inaccurately when writing mathematical statements. 

Represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20. 
 
Add and subtract one digit and two digit numbers to 20, including zero. 
 
Read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition (+), subtractions (-) and 
equals (=) signs. 
 

 To know how to represent number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20 

 To know to use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20 

 To develop the skill of adding one digit and two digit numbers to 20 

 To develop the skill of subtracting one and two digit numbers to 20. 

 To know how to read, write and interpret number sentences. 
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Children may make inaccuracies when counting each 
part or the whole.  
Know the meaning of add or subtract. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fluency 

 

 

Problem Solving Reasoning 
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Week 2 
Barriers to ARE (misconceptions) 
Understanding of the relationship between 
addition and subtraction. 
Children may presume that = refers to an answer 
as opposed to an equal amount on both sides. 
Children may make calculation errors.  
May struggle to interpret the word problems. 
May struggle to represent the problem with 
concrete objects or their own pictorial 
representations.  
Understanding of the parts and whole in relation to 
an addition and subtraction number sentence. 

Solve one step problems that involve addition and subtraction, using concrete objects and 
pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as 7 = ? – 9. 

 To know how to solve one step addition problems 

 To know how to solve one step subtraction problems 

 To know how to select the correct method to solve a problem 

 To know how to solve missing number problems 
 

Fluency 

 
 

Problem Solving 

 
 

Reasoning 
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Week 3 
Awareness of vocabulary associated with time. 
Understanding of the relationship between the 
different periods of time.  
Understanding of the vocabulary and accuracy 
when ordering events. 

Recognise and use the language relating to dates, including days of the week, weeks, months 
and years. 
 
Sequence events in chronological order using language such as before and after, next, first, 
today, yesterday, tomorrow, morning, afternoon and evening. 

 To know the language relating to the days of the week 

 To know the language relating to months of the year 

 To know how to sequence events in chronological order using the correct language. 

 To develop the skill of reasoning with time language. 

Fluency Reasoning

 

Problem Solving 
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Week 4 
Understanding the concept of time in relation 
to the vocabulary.  
Mixing up the vocabulary.  
Memory of the order of events. 

Compare, describe and solve practical problems for time- quicker, slower, earlier, later- and 
measure and begin to record time- hours, minutes, seconds. 

 To know how to compare and describe time 

 To develop the skill of solving time problems 

 To develop the skill of measuring and recording time in hours, minutes and seconds. 

Fluency Reasoning 
 

Problem Solving
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Week 5 
Understand what a clock represents. 
Recognition of what each hand represents. 
Understanding half and whole. 
Understanding of the links between units of 
time.  
Recognising when the time is showing past the 
hour and to the next hour. 

Tell the time to the hour and half past the hour and draw the hands on a clock face to show 
these times. 

 To know how to tell the time to the hour 

 To know how to tell the time to half past the hour 

 To know how to draw o’clock and half past times 

 To develop the skill of solving problems with telling the time 

 To develop the skill of reasoning with time 

Fluency Problem Solving 

 
 
 
 
 

Reasoning 
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Week 6 
Children not being able to read and recognise 
numbers to 20. 
Children being able to read the digit but not 
understand the meaning of each.  
Number reversal- especially 5,3, 7,9.   
Children’s handwriting limiting the legibility of 
writing words. 
Children’s phonics ability.  
Children being secure enough with the number 
names to count backwards. 
Children may not have used a number line 
before and will require it to be represented in 
concrete and pictorial forms. 
Children may not know the language of more, 
less and equal. 

Identify and represent numbers using objects and pictorial representations including the 
number line, and use the language of equal to, more than, less than (fewer), most, least. 
 
Given a number, identify one more and one less 
 
Recognise the place value of each digit in a two-digit number. 
 

 To know how to identify and represent numbers using objects and pictures 

 To know how to represent numbers on a number line 

 To develop the skill of using language of equal to, more than, less than (fewer), most, 
least 

Fluency Problem Solving Reasoning 
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